
FAQ 

Q: Will TC Bros Choppers Brand XS650 or CB750 Weld On Hardtails fit any other years/models of 

bikes other than what is listed on the item description? 

A: No. The weld on hardtails are designed to fit only the models listed on their description. Most 

Japanese motorcycle manufacturers (Yamaha, Honda, Kawasaki, etc.) did NOT share frame geometry 

between models. In other words, if you do not have the exact year/model of bike listed in our 

description, the hardtail is NOT going to fit your bike, nor is there an “easy modification” to make it 

fit (if there was, we would state it in our description). If we do not make a weld on hardtail 

specifically for your bike, our universal hardtail kit is going to be your best bet (as long as your wheel 

has a 20mm diameter rear axle). 

Q: How difficult is it to install a weld on hardtail? 

A: The difficulty of installation depends on the skill level of the installer. It is highly advised that you 

review our installation instructions found on the item pages of the website to determine whether or 

not you have the skills required to do the installation before purchasing. All of our hardtails are 

professionally welded using industrial welding machines to AWS standards. If customers choose to 

weld/install our hardtail to their frame, TC Bros. Choppers, LLC recommends that they have a 

certified welder do this process to ensure that the frame is square and welded securely. TC Bros. 

Choppers, LLC is not responsible for any damage done to frames while customers install or use TC 

Bros. Choppers brand hardtails. 

Q: Will any other TC Bros. Choppers “model specific” brand products (forward controls, intakes, 

exhausts, etc.) fit any other years/models of bikes other than what is listed in the item 

description? 

A: No. If our products would fit other bikes with little to no modification, we would mention it on the 

item description. 

Q: Will TC Bros. Choppers install a Universal Hardtail Kit on my bike, or build a “one off” custom 

hardtail for a customer’s bike that is not one of the models listed on the website? 

A: No. We do not offer custom variations of our hardtails (different stretches and drops). What we 

have listed on the website is all that we offer. We also no longer install our hardtails onto customer 

bikes (too busy making parts to do installs anymore). We have several dealers that are more than 

qualified to do the installation for you if necessary. Contact us if you need a recommendation.  

Q: Will TC Bros. Choppers do engine work, repair work, or general service work (oil changes, 

brakes, electrical, etc.) on customer bikes? 

A: No. TC Bros. Choppers does not offer any mechanical/service work at this time. 

Q: Will TC Bros. Choppers powdercoat parts for customers? 

A: No. Although we do powdercoat many of our production parts, we no longer offer "one off" 

powdercoating services to the public. 

Discover a comprehensive collection of motorcycle frame & body on our website.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/tc-bros/
https://www.motorcycleid.com/frame-body.html



